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Accurate folding with less than a 0.5 mm
tolerance
Ideal for both offset & digital color
print environment
Pumpless, air-suction design based
on renowned Duplo technology
Quiet operation – ideal for ofﬁce
environment
Up to 1,000 sheet feeding capacity
Fully automatic & extremely user-friendly

>>>Air-suction folder

>>> Air-suction folder

Duplo’s state-of-the-art fully automatic DF-1000 airsuction folder is all you need for fast and easy folding of
digitally printed and offset documents. Designed to be
the ideal folding solution for the color digital printer, this
high performance folder incorporates Duplo’s renowned
suction technology and tackles common problems,
such as static build-up, faced by digital printers when
ﬁnishing color work. Unique in design, the DF-1000
does not require an additional, separate pump making it
the quietest machine in its class.
Able to handle bond, NCR, and coated stock up to 200
gsm, the DF-1000 can fold up to 248 sheets per minute

SINGLE FOLD

DOUBLE FOLD

with ease. With ﬁve popular pre-programmed folds and
a multitude of custom folds, crisp and accurate folding is
just a touch away. The system’s high level of automation,
user-friendly LCD panel, and large 1,000 sheet feeding
capacity ensure precise, non-stop productivity from start
to ﬁnish. As no special operator training is required,
even the most inexperienced operator can become
a ﬁnishing expert in no time. Quiet in operation and
compact in size, the DF-1000 ﬁts perfectly into any
ofﬁce, commercial, or on-demand printing environment
and is the ideal solution for folding brochures, ﬂyers,
invitations, and much more.

HALF ACCORDION FOLD

LETTER FOLD

ACCORDION FOLD

S P E C I F I C AT I O N S
PAPER SIZE (WxL)
PAPER TYPES
PAPER WEIGHT
FOLD TYPES
PAPER FEED TRAY CAPACITY
SPEED
PAPER FEED METHOD
PAPER FEED TRAY CONTROL FUNCTION
PAPER SIZES FOR AUTOMATIC PAPER SETTINGS
PAPER FEED ERROR DETECTION FUNCTIONS
COUNTER
OTHER DETECTION FUNCTIONS
POWER SUPPLY
CURRENT CONSUMPTION
DIMENSIONS (WxDxH)
WEIGHT

Max. 11.7” x 17” Min. 4.72” x 7.2”
Bond, NCR, coated stock
52.3 - 200 gsm
Single, double, half accordion, letter, accordion, custom
Up to 1,000 sheets (17 lb. paper)
Up to 248 sheets per minute
Air-suction
Elevator tray
Letter, ledger, legal, ½-letter, ½-legal
Misfeed, paper jam
4-digit ascending and descending counter
Re-fold, batch (interval), fold stopper ﬁx, thick paper processing, power off alarm mode,
forced ejection
100 - 240 VAC 50/60 Hz
2-1A (140W)
51” x 21” x 24”
157 lbs.

Production rates are based on optimal operating conditions and may vary depending on stock and environmental conditions.
As part of our continuous product improvement program, speciﬁcations are subject to change without notice.
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